
WEEKEND SENNIE (SEN MANNY) FOR B10 & B12

Location: St Johns Wood - NW8

Wage / Salary: £20 Per hour gross / £24,960 per annum (please note this salary is given as
an approximate guideline)

Essential Skills/Trais:
● Autism and ADHD experience
● Fluent English speaker
● Ability to remain calm, kind and patient
● Experience with emotional dysregulation
● Caring and compassionate approach
● Able to commit long term
● Well-educated and confident in supporting children with occasional school work
● Positive male identifying role model

Start Date: ASAP

Days & Hours:
● Saturday - Sunday: 7am - 7pm

The Sennie is entitled to 8 weekends holiday per year. The family ideally needs someone
who can commit to support on a consistent basis on the weekends throughout the year
however, they do have team members available for occasional cover if/when needed.

SENNIES are looking for a part - time weekend Sennie (SEN NANNY/MANNY) for 2
wonderful boys aged 10 and 12. Both boys have additional needs, so we are looking for
someone who has genuine and demonstrable hands on experience working with Autism and
ADHD experience.

About B10:
B10 is a lively, smiley and imaginative little boy who enjoys colouring, playing on his scooter,
going to the park, maths, sequencing/typing and Disney characters.

B10 has been diagnosed Autisitic and ADHD leading to sensory processing
difficulties/delays.  He is verbal but has delays with his speech and language
communication. B10 can often become anxious if there is a change or an unexpected
disruption to his schedule or expected activity and so a Sennie who is capable of handling
and understanding how to redirect and de-escalate these moments is essential.

About B12:
B12 is a bright, confident, friendly young man who loves public transport, swimming and art.
He has also been diagnosed with Autism and ADHD, however he displays less ‘obvious’
traits in terms of his ADHD. The Sennie would be required to accompany him to his activities



and support with some of his home-school learning, however this will be on an as and when
required basis.

About the role: You will be working in a busy, yet welcoming household where there is a
team of staff including an educational consultant, a 1:1 tutor for the boys, family driver,
housekeeper and the family’s PA.

The role does not include housework, but the Sennie will be expected to tidy up after
themselves and the children. This includes but is not limited to; packing school/PE bags,
booking appointments, following their timetable/structure for the weekend, creating
resources that may help the boys, liaising with the education team, arranging activities and
organising bedrooms/playrooms. The boys also like to pack their own lunch for school on a
Sunday evening which they can do with their Sennie.

As both boys are Autistic, routine and structure are key to ensuring everyone has the best
day possible. The boys currently have a great routine in place and the family would like their
Sennie to continue with the current timetable, as well as the ability to plan a daily schedule
over the weekend, full of stimulating activities. Use of timers and visual aids have proven to
work really well for the family so far.

Neither of the boys are aggressive or physical towards their current nanny, but on occasion,
during stressful situations such as transitions, they can become overwhelmed which may
result in verbal outbursts .

Some experience in supporting education is needed occasion and the Sennie must be
comfortable in aiding with KS2 and KS3 level schoolwork.

The chosen Sennie should be reliable, flexible and discreet with the ability to provide a calm
but stimulating environment for the boys, alongside supporting their social, emotional,
physical and intellectual development.

We are looking for someone creative and engaging, that can plan and implement age
appropriate activities whilst encouraging the boys’ independence.

Excellent communication skills are essential to ensure consistency and clarity between
parents and other members of household staff. The chosen Sennie must demonstrate
experience being firm but fair- direct but with a kind positive approach. Someone who is able
to set clear boundaries whilst building a strong bond with the boys.

We have been working closely with their recent nanny/PA who assures us that this loving
family is warm, kind and appreciative to all the members that work within their home.

In summary - the family are looking for a proactive and passionate Sennie who can provide
fantastic support for both boys. The Sennie selected will be able to follow and support
therapies and interventions determined by the family and professionals. A genuine interest in
working with special educational needs is a must.




